OPEN CALL FOR PARTNERS

TC: “IMPROVision– Inclusion
through Art”

CONTEXT

HOSTING ORGANISATION

One of the ongoing challenges in youth work is the integration of
disadvantaged groups in the society or in regard of the European youth work
sphere, their involvement in international projects. There is a constant need
for new and innovative methods, which would ease this process and also give
them an inspiring environment to develop their potential.
Artistic forms of expressions are very promising in this field for several reasons.
Regarding the aspect of personal development, artistic methods are very
powerful as they give an opportunity for self- discovery. In the process of
creation we always express more than we are consciously aware at the
moment. Especially the spontaneous creations in an improvisation setting are
very useful in this sense and the outcomes can be used as a mirror to reflect
on your ‘inner world’. Especially youth who are not very strong in verbal
expression can gain a lot through the expression in creative ways.
Apart from the benefit regarding personal development, they have the clear
advantage of not relying on spoken language. This can be very helpful while
organizing international encounters with people whose language skills are not
good enough to get into verbal communication. it also becomes an important
topic for the work with mixed-background groups in a local context and is
already used, e.g. while working with groups of refugees and locals in
integration projects.
Despite their usefulness and potential as described above, artistic methods are
not very wide spread and far away of being in the standard tool box of youth
workers. Especially in the EECA region this field is still underdeveloped and it
would be therefore highly beneficial to educate multipliers in this field.
The proposed training course therefore wants to gather 29 youth workers and
youth leaders from program and EECA partner countries to explore the
potential of artistic forms of expression in (international) youth work setting
with disadvantaged groups.

International Center for Intercultural
Research, Learning and Dialogue
(Armenia)

OPEN CALL FOR PARTNERS
OBJECTIVES
 To equip youth worker and leader from Program and EECA
partner countries with the competences to use artistic forms of
expression in their work with young people from disadvantaged
groups
 To give the tools to the participants to go through a process of
self-expression and personal reflection through art, which will
be a necessary base to apply it to their target groups
 To form a network among like-minded organisations and
individuals with an interest in long-term cooperation in the field
of the training
 To develop follow-up projects for young people with fewer
opportunities, which will make use of the new knowledge and
competences gained during the training

PARTICIPANTS PROFILE
Youth workers and youth leaders ...






… involved in work with people from disadvantaged groups
… having previous experience in the field of social work or
youth work with people with fewer opportunities
… interested in learning how to use Art techniques as an
innovative working method with their target groups.
… interested in developing further co-operation and follow - up
projects for young people from disadvantaged groups.
… being able to communicate fluently in English.

PROJECT DETAILS
Dates:

30. July - 8.
August 2016

Place:

Aghveran (Armenia)

Type

Training

Working English
Language:

NEXT TEPS
Please fill in the following online
application form until 24th June:
http://tinyurl.com/od4zn5q

COSTS
Accommodation and board will be fully
covered. Travel costs can be reimbursed up
to the following amounts:
Portugal
United Kingdom
Germany, Italy, Croatia, Russia
Ukraine, Moldova
Georgia

CONTACT
Laura Poghosyan
laura.icirld@gmail.com

820 €
530 €
360 €
275 €
180 €

